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x� Austausch mit: engaging with (e.g.
stakeholders)

x� Botschafter des Engagements:
community ambassadors

A few other translations from the group
exercises that might come in useful:
x� xxx macht stark: xxx empowers
x� eintreten für: to champion
x� differenziert: nuanced
x� haptisch: tactile
x� Das Unternehmen überzeugt durch: Our

company’s impressive reputation is built
on...

x� Werte leben: embrace our values
x� fundiert: thoroughly researched
x� Mit diesem Selbstverständnis: With this

in mind

In the slam, I found the following alternative
solutions particularly interesting:

Die Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt hat
unglaublichen Aufwand betrieben, um die
Geschichte dieses volkstümlichen Mediums
des Schaukastens darzustellen:

a.� The Schirn Kunsthalle in Frankfurt has
produced a lavish exhibition...

b.� The Schirn Kunsthalle… has gone to
incredible expense to stage an
exhibition...

Sie benutzten ihre Kunstfertigkeit dazu,
Hintergrundprospekte und natürliche
Umgebungen zu gestalten:

a.� ... using their creative skill to fashion
backdrops and natural settings...

b.� ... using their artistic skills to produce
background panoramas and natural
environments...

Ros Mendy
____________________________________

Oh, Vienna!

Elisabeth Duke reports from a
finance workshop in Vienna

I’m always looking for an excuse to get out
and about and that came in the form of
taking part in a workshop offered by Vienna-
based CAMELS’s Mag. Edith Vanghelof, who
organises specialist finance-related
workshops using experts in particular
financial fields to create and facilitate high
quality presentations. As well as reminiscing
about my 80s Ultravox days, I spent some
worthy CPD time in a newly snowed-upon
Vienna on 1 December. I stayed in a lovely
studio apartment for 2 nights with just a 5-
minute U-Bahn ride in to central town, so
that I could not only have a relaxed stroll and
do some sightseeing, but take part in a one-
day terminology workshop, ‘German to
English Financial Translation Pitfalls’.

Examining particular bugbears that crop up
when translating German-English financial
and corporate texts, the day was led by the
extremely well-regarded, experienced
translator and language consultant, Deborah
Fry, BDÜ member and Cambridge graduate,
who has spent over 30 years in Germany.
There were 17 of us in all – a large flurry of
Austrian translators with a very light dusting
of native English ones. The day was held at
the former home of the Prince of
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Württemberg, which is now the luxury Hotel
Imperial, with huge glittering chandeliers
dripping from high ceilings.

The day ran from 9am - 5.30pm with two 15-
minute breaks and a very fine pre-ordered
lunch in the main restaurant. The workshop
was presented by Deborah with the help of
a 170-plus page presentation pack and a
beautifully clear projector in a warm, comfy
seminar room. The horseshoe table and
seating arrangement, our own seminar
packs, pens, note paper, water, juice, coffee,
tea along with biscuits, cakes and
sandwiches demonstrated to me that
CAMELS’s Edith Vanghelof knows that going
the extra mile can improve the overall
experience measurably.

Deborah split the day up into subject areas
and approached the terminology pitfalls
within these in alphabetical order,
reminding us that there are many ways to
translate, depending on the context. The
first field involved general and business
terms, followed by financial and accounting
terms, then corporate governance and
company law, human resources and
employment, sustainability and
environmental, social and governance (ESG)
factors, ending with real estate.

Merely scratching the surface, and without
giving any context, here are a few examples:

x� A ‘Beteiligung’ can be an equity
investment, equity interest, stake, or
investment, as well as a participating
interest, participation or holding. A
‘Beteiligungsgesellschaft’ is an investor or an
investee, a portfolio company or a private
equity firm;

x� A discussion of ‘Digitalisierung’ looked
at its overarching meaning of ‘digital
transformation’ as well as the more
technical terms ‘digitalisation’ and
‘digitisation’, and differences of meaning
between them;
x� Depending on the context,
‘Unternehmen’ can be a company,
corporation, enterprise, entity, business,
undertaking, or organisation, and

x� A ‘Prüfung’ can refer to an audit,
inspection, examination, review, test, check
or verification.

It was so relevant, so fine-tuned; I felt that it
had been tailor-made for me and my
translation problems. It was the echte
Sachertorte for terminology foodies!

What set it apart and what I feel makes ‘real-
life’, non-virtual CPD ‘untouchable’ was the
chance to discuss experiences with others.
My awareness of ‘Germanisms’ was
enhanced and what their ‘proper’ English
solutions should be, whilst reminding me of
how to tackle other translation issues,
especially German constructions. Having so
many Austrian natives there gave a useful

What set it apart and what I feel makes
‘real-life’, non-virtual CPD ‘untouchable’
was the chance to discuss experiences
with others.

My awareness of ‘Germanisms’ was
enhanced and what their ‘proper’ English
solutions should be, whilst reminding me
of how to tackle other translation issues,
especially German constructions.

Deborah split the day up into subject
areas and approached the terminology
pitfalls within these in alphabetical order,
reminding us that there are many ways to
translate, depending on the context.
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insight into the differences in German source
language terminology per country. Each
German-speaking country, for instance, has
various official government titles unique to
it, and should be considered for Austria,
Germany and Switzerland alike, as they all
have their own slightly different regulations
as per Land or canton.

After all the hard work, we were invited to
join Deborah and Edith in the evening at the
Weihnachtsmarkt am Spittelberg for
Glühwein or Punsch. It was a lovely end to
what had been an excellent day. I think it is
worthwhile in both a career and uplifting

social sense to try
and treat yourself
to one high-quality
CPD event per year
and January is a
good time to plan
and budget for this
if you haven’t
already.

Elisabeth Duke

____________________________________

Travel Log

A month after it officially opened, I visited
the new Altstadt in Frankfurt am Main on 22
October 2018. This is an expanded and

edited version of a blog post I wrote at
transblawg.eu.

Background

Frankfurt’s original old town was the biggest
in Germany and consisted of about 1250
medieval and Renaissance timber-framed
buildings over an area of 7000 square
metres. It was destroyed in air raids in WWII
and largely replaced by a 1970s brutalist
Technisches Rathaus, an administrative
building, which must have robbed the area
of its life, especially at night.

A picture of the Technisches Rathaus taken in July
2008 by L. Willms

The buildings were eventually bought back
by the city and the whole area was ‘rebuilt’
from 2012-2018. The small buildings,
alleyways and squares have returned: there
are 35 new buildings, 15 of which are close
reconstructions based on the old plans
(though no longer 12 families sharing one
lavatory) and many others designed in a
variety of styles based on interpretations of
the medieval city. There are shops and
restaurants on the lower floors. The area
was opened in September 2018 and is
currently full of groups of tourists like me
being led around it.

Under this section we want to celebrate
places where our working languages –
English German – are spoken. The focus
will be on holidays, short breaks and day
trips to discover new territory at home or
abroad. It is all about seeing places with
different eyes and sparking the reader’s
interest. In this issue Margaret Marks
reflects on a visit to the restored Altstadt
of Frankfurt am Main.




